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Author BG Muhn is a professor in the Department of Art and Art History at Georgetown 
University in Washington, DC. As an accomplished painter, he has achieved substantial and 
noteworthy professional recognition through solo exhibitions in venues such as Stux Gallery 
in the Chelsea district of New York City, Ilmin Museum of Art in Seoul, and the American 
University Museum in Washington, DC. Muhn has received several awards for his artistic 
merits, including the Maryland State Arts Council’s Individual Artist Award and Best in Show 
at the Bethesda Painting Awards competition. His artwork has been collected in museums and 
galleries that include the National Museum of Modern and Contemporary Art in South Korea. 
He also has received acclaim in reviews and interviews with The New York Times, The Washington 
Post, and Art in America.

In addition to actively showing his artworks, Muhn has taken a strong interest in and researched 
the relatively unknown field of North Korean art, particularly chosonhwa1 or ink wash painting 
on mulberry paper. He made numerous research trips to Pyongyang, North Korea from 2011 to 
2016 and visited art institutions such as the Choson National Museum of Art, the Mansudae Art 
Studio, and the Pyongyang University of Fine Arts. His research included reviewing a prodigious 
amount of North Korean art in person and interviewing artists, art historians, museum staff, 
faculty, and students. Based on his work, he has delivered lectures on North Korean art at academic 
venues and cultural centers including Georgetown, Columbia, Ohio State, Johns Hopkins, and 
Harvard universities; the Watermill Center in Long Island; the Korea Society in New York; and 
the Wilson Center in Washington, DC. 

His research on North Korean art culminated in this book, North Korean Art: The Enigmatic 
World of Chosonhwa, which was first published as Pyongyang misul: chosonhwa neoneun nugunya  
(평양미술: 조선화 너는 누구냐) in Korean by Seoul Selection in the spring of 2018.  

Muhn has curated two major North Korean art exhibitions, one at the American University 
Museum in Washington, DC, in 2016 and the other at the Gwangju Biennale in 2018. In 
conjunction with the Gwangju Biennale, the catalogue North Korean Art: Paradoxical Realism 
was published in English by the author.  

1 Transliteration of North Korean names and terms in this book follows the system set in the DPRK. Joseonhwa or Josunhwa 
in South Korea is transliterated as Chosonhwa (조선화) in North Korea; an artist named Lee Quede (이쾌대) in the South  
is Ri Kwae Tae (리쾌대) in the North Korean system. Some proper nouns are written in Chinese and Korean in parentheses 
along with the English transliteration.
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This book is dedicated to the people of the Korean Peninsula and seeks to shed light on an 
area of art history that has long been virtually unknown and unseen. It is a collection of visual 
information focusing on chosonhwa, the North Korean name for traditional ink wash painting 
on mulberry paper. At the same time, it is the product of a deep exploration within the history 
and culture of North Korean, South Korean, and Chinese art. 

As I am not an art historian, I relied on my experience as an artist and on-site and first-hand 
research on North Korean art to compose this book. In other words, my approach is rather 
unconventional, deviating from an orthodox art historian’s method of writing by providing not 
only context and visual analysis, but also criticism from an artist’s perspective.

The eight years invested in the writing of this book have been a very emotionally challenging 
and complicated time for me; I have had to bear the weight of terms like “nuclear program,” 
“intercontinental ballistic missiles,” “poverty,” and “containment” in my contemplations toward 
a discussion of culture in the Democratic People’s Republic of Korea (DPRK or North Korea), 
a country defined by such words. I have pushed through the complex emotions that have 
arisen and applied my research and reflections in this book with passion and a strong sense of 
obligation. I was born on the Korean Peninsula and realized there was little significant research 
in this particular area. I discuss North Korean art, especially chosonhwa—a form that is poised to 
become part of the Korean Peninsula’s cultural heritage—with the hope that peace will establish 
itself on that land.

In 2016, I took a break from my main métier as a painter to curate an exhibition titled 
Contemporary North Korean Art: The Evolution of Socialist Realism at the American University 
Museum in Washington, DC. This was the first North Korean art exhibition in the United States 
in its scale and variety of content. I then curated and presented another exhibition titled North 
Korean Art: Paradoxical Realism as one of seven main sections within the theme of Imagined 
Borders at the 2018 Gwangju Biennale at the Asia Culture Center in Gwangju, South Korea. I 
also held lectures on North Korean art at various universities and cultural institutions across the 
United States.

PREFACE
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I have often been barraged with questions from people, including art experts, who attend these 
exhibitions and lectures and who would not readily accept the variety of expression or technical 
excellence reflected in North Korean art as a unique characteristic of the DPRK. Firm in their 
preconceived belief that North Korean art must have been mere propaganda and the product of 
heavy influence from the Soviet Union or China, they were hesitant to step through the doorway 
to a full appreciation.

Preconceptions like these are one of the reasons that I decided to write this book. I looked to 
uncover any evidence for the political, humanistic, and geopolitical influence of four countries—
the Soviet Union/Russia, China, South Korea, and North Korea—on chosonhwa. By delving 
into the available historical record, I sought to further establish the interrelation among the art 
of those four countries. Much of this process was also rooted in on-site investigation. Through a 
comparative analysis of both aesthetics and supporting archival materials, I hope to offer a new 
perspective on North Korean chosonhwa.

The natural humility and restrained boldness embedded in North Korean art are deeply human 
aspects that can be found throughout the culture of everyday people in the DPRK. Chosonhwa 
is a stunning drama, rich with humanity; it is the heart of North Korean art.
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The Heart of North Korean Art

Oriental painting (東洋畫, 동양화) is a style of art that incorporates water and soot-based black ink  
(墨, 먹)—in some cases combined with color pigments—using a soft brush on either silk or what 
is often called rice paper. The paper is not actually produced from rice or rice plants, but rather 
from the inner bark of mulberry trees. Hereafter, I will refer to this material as mulberry paper. 

In art history, Oriental painting widely refers to the traditional expression of art that evolved 
in Asia and reflects its rich cultural heritage. This form of art is sometimes referred to as “ink 
painting”; however, that phrase hardly captures the overall complexity of this particular form of 
art. Oriental painting may have emerged with the very invention of paper in China, where it 
stakes its claim under the name zhongguóhuà (中國畵, 중국화) or “Chinese painting.” But forces of 
nationalism in other East Asian countries have led to it carrying different names. In Japan, it is 
called nihonga (日本畫, 일본화)2 or “Japanese painting.” In North Korea, Oriental painting is called 
chosonhwa (朝鮮畫, 조선화), which literally means “Korean painting,” and South Korea refers to it 
as hankukhwa (韓國畫, 한국화), which also translates to “Korean painting.” While it is ultimately 
simply ink wash, with or without color, on mulberry paper, the expression of each national style 
does carry nuances, the most distinct being chosonhwa.

The term "Oriental painting" tends to be disregarded in the realm of contemporary art; certainly, 
it has an old-fashioned connotation. In all of these Asian countries, some artists of the genre 
climb on the bandwagon of contemporary art trends, trying hard not to miss out on the modern 
currents. At the same time, there are also those who continue to insist on remaining immersed in 
the rich fragrance of black ink, quietly walking the traditional course, regardless of contemporary 
trends. The latter argue that tradition cannot simply be discarded, whether from not knowing 
how to let go of tradition, or through finding gratification in upholding it.

The Oriental painting described as hankukhwa or “Korean painting” falls outside the mainstream 
of South Korea’s art as a whole. While it is still practiced widely today, seldom is it visible in the 
country’s cutting-edge art scene. On the contrary, an examination of the evolution of chosonhwa 
reveals, through its contemporary presence, that it continues to be a primary vehicle of North 
Korean art. The persistent focus on the genre with strong ties to tradition, but with its unique 
development over time, makes chosonhwa markedly different from modern Oriental painting in 
North Korea's East Asian counterpart countries.

INTRODUCTION

2 While traditional Oriental paintings are often characterized by a thin and transparent surface, Japanese nihonga features 
a bold opacity that is generated by a specific combination of pigments and rabbit-skin glue. Nihonga artists use a white 
powdered pigment made from old clam or oyster shells, called hobun (胡粉, 호분) in Korea, along with other pigments and 
rabbit-skin glue to build layers on the mulberry paper and assure an opaque quality. While nihonga and chosonhwa both 
employ rich colors, it is the opaque nature of the nihonga painting surface that clearly distinguishes it from chosonhwa.
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Introduction

It is difficult to find any references to chosonhwa in global art history. Yet I predict that the 
place for chosonhwa will soon be clearly secured in discussions on the characteristics of Socialist 
Realism art. If we take away the insularity and lack of exposure to the outside world associated 
with North Korea, we are left with works of chosonhwa boasting unique elements that could 
potentially demolish preconceptions about Oriental painting.

Art historians tend to commit one particular error with regard to Socialist Realism art. Socialist 
Realism is seen as an art movement that began in the Soviet Union and lasted roughly from the 
early 1930s to the 1990s. As a movement, it was seen not only in fine arts but in all other creative 
endeavors, including literature and music. Its chief aim is to reflect or propagandize socialist 
countries under state control. In other words, art served as a means of extolling an idealized 
image of society or proletarian life and achieving socialist revolution. But Socialist Realism did 
not end as an art movement in the 1990s. Artists in the DPRK continue to produce outstanding 
examples of Socialist Realism art today in 2019. Among the different genres of art in North 
Korea, chosonhwa is distinctive in that it warrants particular attention. If a survey of the seventy-
year history of chosonhwa were completed and made known, it would garner a significant part 
of any account of Socialist Realism in global art history.

Seen from the vantage point of 2019, the country that has thrived most in achieving Socialist 
Realism art is not the Soviet Union or China, but North Korea. This accomplishment of the 
DPRK may be attributed to its thoroughly encapsulated environment where time was stopped 
for a period of over seven decades, unseen in other countries. However, this stasis has become the 
source of the sublimated energy that has allowed chosonhwa to establish itself as a unique artistic 
genre. It is truly an irony born of ideology.
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A Unique and Nurturing Soil 

The conditions that helped usher chosonhwa to its unique status today can be summarized in 
terms of three aspects: 

     1) An insular regime
     2) The suspension of time
     3) The jackhammer of North Korean pride

The de facto separation of North and South Korea began when the peninsula was liberated 
from Japanese colonial rule in 1945. Allied armies divided the land—the Soviets commanding 
the area north of the 38th parallel, and the Americans instituting their presence south of it. 
On September 9, 1948, the DPRK established its own independent government north of the 
parallel, solidifying the separation of the peninsula into two different countries.

The DPRK adopted an insular system, erecting formidable barriers to isolate itself from the 
outside world, preventing the flow of time. Time is not something that only races forward on its 
own; it weaves through environments and surroundings and, in whole, forms a massive current. 
However, in North Korea, it was not only space—but time itself—that became imprisoned.

In all appearances, it would seem nothing has changed between the chosonhwa of the early 
decades (1950s–1960s) and that of today. Bird-and-flower paintings remain bird-and-flower 
paintings; landscapes remain landscapes. Then, as now, artists have produced ideological 
paintings, a core component of Socialist Realism. In that context, North Korean painting conveys 
a strong sense of temporal stasis. That stasis is both a problem, a situation keeping North Korean 
painting trapped in time, and a recipe for deep discovery and development within the boundaries 
of chosonhwa. Left with nowhere to go after its progress was halted, time dug downward, 
descending into the ground like a jackhammer. The continued breakthroughs achieved by that 
jackhammer have been made possible by a powerful and consistent force, namely the focus on 
and pride in upholding the DPRK’s own way. 

This period of downward drilling—this compressed time of seven decades—is encapsulated in 
chosonhwa’s exploration of Socialist Realism. The stagnation of time contributed significantly 
to chosonhwa achieving a very high level of realistic Oriental painting. Boring down through its 
solitary opening amid these conditions, North Korean art finally brought forth a boiling stream 
of magma. The genre of chosonhwa came to exist as a single blazing blossom on that fiery plume.

Introduction
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Sealed off from modern influence, the DPRK’s chosonhwa has delved into the marrow of its 
own expressive capabilities. During the last seventy years, North Korean artists and art historians 
have engaged deeply in theoretical discourse that steered chosonhwa to its current state. New 
approaches to using color and creating expressions surfaced. The compression of time fused with 
innovative energy created a form of art unseen in any other Far Eastern countries.

The unique environment in which chosonhwa developed may suggest why the mystically 
powerful combination of ink and water by artists such as Choe Chang Ho cannot be found in 
any other country’s contemporary Oriental painting. Chosonhwa emerged within a culture of 
strong ideology and state control, in which artists upheld an intense desire to excel artistically in 
order to fulfill their nationalistic duty. This spirit lives in the outstanding artists of North Korea, 
who approach each of their works with great passion and painstaking dedication—artists such 
as Jong Yong Man, whose work ethic reflected a tremendous tenacity that drove him to paint 
ceaselessly until his demise.

Many individuals looking at North Korean art from outside of the DPRK focus on its socialist 
themes and lack of contemporaneity in form and often describe it using the term “kitsch.” 
Globally, perceptions of North Korean art are often influenced by the strong impressions left by 
propaganda posters featuring clenched fists and bellowing figures, or else by still-life, landscape 
and portrait paintings that are sold to tourists. At its root, a viewer’s conclusion that North Korean 
art is kitsch may be oversimplified, perhaps largely reached by imposing Western perceptions on 
North Korean society. This is a view that often excludes the unique history and cultural context 
of the art and its hidden depth. 

If and when the channel for greater cultural exchange between the DPRK and the outside 
world opens, this change would lead to a deeper understanding of, and a broader perspective 
toward, North Korean art than what exists today. With greater cultural reciprocation, exhibitions, 
seminars, and symposiums could be held to offer valuable opportunities for outside scholars and 
audiences to view and discuss North Korean art. This interaction could even involve collaborative 
efforts by scholars of North Korea and those from other countries to co-author publications. 
Through such dynamic discourse, it is my hope that, in time, North Korean art will be recognized 
as a significant part of the rich cultural heritage of the Korean Peninsula.

Introduction
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Detail of At Huichon Power Plant No. 2, Where the Revolutionary Soldiers’ Spirit Rages (2010) 
by Jong Hui Jin and three others 

Three-dimensionality is one of the salient characteristics that developed in chosonhwa beginning
in the mid-1960s. Jung Hui Jin (정희진, b. 1962) has been a leading artist in bringing this essential
artistic quality to ink wash and color painting. The detail below from a large collaborative 
chosonhwa, At Huichon Power Plant No. 2, Where the Revolutionary Soldiers’ Spirit Rages (혁명적 

군인 정신이 나래치는 희천 2호 발전소 언제 건설 전투장, pp. 188–189), which Jung created with a group 
of artists, conveys a solid sense of volume, which is particularly prominent in the facial structure 
of the depicted figure. Jung manages to create subtle effects with soft blending while maintaining 
the three-dimensionality. The aesthetic quality achieved through exquisite detail and arresting 
three-dimensionality has shattered preconceptions about the potential of Oriental painting.

An Initial Look: Characteristics of Chosonhwa

(1) Jong Hui Jin: Achieving 3-D Effects Through Oriental Painting

The following three artists’ work reflects some of the unique aspects of chosonhwa.

Introduction




